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 W o r d s :  P A U L  B O N D

P h o t o g r a p h y :  S E B A S T I A N  N E V O L S

 USING CUT TING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY FROM  
THE WORLD’S MOST COMPETITIVE SAILING RACE 
SERIES, THE AMERICA’S CUP, Luca Bassani CREATED 
A CRUISING YACHT COMFORTABLE ENOUGH TO 
ACCOMMODATE HIS FAMILY, YET FAST ENOUGH 
TO WIN RACES, REVOLUTIONISING AN ENTIRE  
 INDUSTRY IN THE PROCESS. WE CLIMB ABOARD 
THE 100FT Y3K TO TALK SPEED, DESIGN AND THE 
THRILL OF PLAYING BY YOUR OWN RULES

Never has anyone looked more perfectly at home than 
Luca Bassani does right at this moment. He is standing 
with his feet firmly planted on the precariously narrow 
foredeck of one of the sleek yachts he designed, its sails 
bulging and its vertical bow slicing through the swell. 
His green eyes stare impassively out at the shimmering 
horizon line and, as we turn to come against the wind, 
he moves about the pitching boat from fore to aft with 
the nimble, practised grace of someone raised on the 
very surface of the Mediterranean. 

‘I’ve had a passion for the sea and sailing since I was 
a child. Our summer house was in Portofino and we 
had long school holidays – four months of freedom – so  
I learnt how to swim, how to fish, how to sail,’ he says. He 
‘skipped a generation’, he explains, being taught those 
skills at the age of 10 by the elderly fishermen of the 
Italian port. That passion continued throughout his 
career in his family’s international electrical business, 
during which time he won regattas alongside his older 
brother, satisfying a lifelong urge for competition, an 
addiction to speed and the sense of connection with 
the water that only sails could provide.

We get a taste of that bond as we watch Luca 
working with the captain of the Y3K, Rollo Parks, to 
get the yacht up to speed, surging westward along the 
Côte d’Azur to a sunny, secluded bay facing Cap Estel. 
Once settled in calmer waters, he continues his story. 

It wasn’t until 1989, after the family firm was sold 
and he had ‘more time and a lot more finance’ to fully 

pursue his love for sailing, that he became the catalyst 
for a monumental technological shift within what 
had been a staunchly conservative industry. ‘I knew 
it was possible to build a much, much better boat, and  
I wanted to use the best technologies around, so I 
founded Wally and built the first carbon fibre yacht in 
the world. The result was pretty good.’ He laughs with 
an infectious humility and warmth. 

At first, there was scant reward to be had for taking 
this bold direction in naval design. ‘Famous designers 
didn’t want to be involved, because they were scared 
of damaging their reputation if this very different 
new product wasn’t successful,’ Luca tells us. ‘Then, 
when the boat was complete, my friends were scared  
because they were worried about the mast snapping. 
They’d say, “I don’t want to run the risk of sailing in a 
boat with a plastic mast!” ’

That very first yacht, named the Wallygator after 
the 1960s Hanna-Barbera cartoon of a water-skiing 
alligator and in keeping with its dark green hull, was 
a daring assault on the engineering norms of the 
industry. The carbon fibre construction of the mast, 
along with its Kevlar and carbon fibre sandwich hull, 
were world firsts outside of competitive racing boats, 
but became the key features shared by every Wally 
yacht to date, despite the challenges that come with 
using a dark material that could heat up to well over 
100C during prolonged exposure to sunlight. This boat 
also debuted a pioneering hydraulic power-assistance 
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Sea change: on board the 
Bassani-designed 100ft yacht 
Y3K, everything is designed for 
speed – the result of an alliance 
of cutting-edge technology, 
lightweight materials and timeless 
detailing. The hull, like every 
McLaren road car, is of carbon 
fibre construction and, also like 
McLaren, Luca was the first to 
introduce it. The deceptively retro 
helm is hydraulically power-
assisted, taking the strain out of 
heavy manoeuvres at sea

setup, so that previously onerous manoeuvres could 
be performed at the touch of a button close to the helm 
– Luca wanted to remove anything that got between 
himself, the boat and the sea. It helped that the design 
was also achingly beautiful, with clean, sharp lines and 
an interior that unfurled itself onto the deck.

‘I was very happy about all the innovations we put on 
that boat, but after a couple of years, I was wondering 
why no-one copied us,’ he says. ‘So, I built another and 
then another, and then, finally, we got visibility, and 
everyone started accepting the fact that even such a 
revolutionary boat could be good, safe and fun.’ 

There’s a sense that, while he was always confident 
of success, praise from his peers had come rather 
grudgingly at first, before flattery turned rather swiftly 
into outright imitation.

‘Until that time, sailboats had been built for storms. 
Whatever the design, the layout, the yacht-builder 
would say, “In case of a storm, you need to have this.” 
But we use them 99 per cent of the time out of storms, 
so why do we have to suffer this discomfort? Asking 
that question was the beginning of a real revolution.’ 
Luca’s first designs cut down the draught of the hull 
by being wider and flatter, which, together with the 
use of lightweight materials, resulted in a significant 
increase in speed and handling agility. 

Since the company began trading in 1994, Wally 
has sold more than 46 sailing yachts, and well over 
100 power boats, including the peerless and iconic 
WallyPower 118. Luca’s designs have consistently 
broken with all convention, to the point that he gets 
the blame for every avant-garde boat now hitting the 
water. ‘Maybe we opened too many doors. My friends 
tell me they see a strange boat come past and say, “You 
see! Look what you did – it’s your fault!”’ 

However, it’s sailing that remains closest to Luca’s 
heart. It wasn’t long before his fleet of luxurious, 
lightweight and high-performance superyachts grew 
large enough that he could launch an entirely new 

racing series, in the mould of the America’s Cup, 
which inspired his first sloop. ‘I’ve always tried to 
change the rules of the game – including the racing 
rules. If you follow only the established way of doing 
things, you can’t make any innovations.’ Accepting the 
establishment view felt less like a compromise and 
more like a defeat, so once again, he forged his own 
path: in 1999, the Wally Class was born. 

‘Today, it’s probably the most important racing 
class after the America’s Cup. We are the biggest 
Maxi racing fleet [vessels longer than 70ft (21m)], 
and technologically the most advanced and the most 
difficult. It’s easier to race on a stripped-out boat – it’s 
not so easy to race a cruising machine,’ he says.

Luca’s personal influence on this area of his 
business cannot be overstated. He not only arranges 
huge regattas in glamorous locations across the 
Mediterranean, where up to 25 professional sailors 
join the yacht owners at the helm to raise the level of 
competition, but also chairs the governing body that 
decides and enforces the Wally Class rules. 

Yet despite this fearsome workload, his appetite 
for innovation seems to be insatiable. In a brief and 
successful offshoot, he applied his knowledge of 
carbon fibre to create bespoke Wally downhill skis, 
and he tells me he was recently at the sea trials of a 
new type of yacht with a wingsail: ‘As with any wing, 
it’s very powerful in its performance, but so simple, 
and with a sail like that on a boat like this, you can not 
only cruise, but also race with just two people aboard – 
one steering and one doing the tactics.’

As we arrive back alongside the imposing Monaco 
Yacht Club, a group of young sailors are just returning 
to harbour after their first lesson at sea. Luca smiles. 
‘Wallygator and all that technology was inspired by 
my family, by the fact I wanted to go as fast as possible 
but in a way that would be safe and comfortable for 
them. I guess I wanted a yacht that’d be like a station 
wagon supercar – that was the key idea behind it all!’ 
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